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Abstract: Coal mine goaf detection remains confronted with the lack of fast, effective and low-cost
exploration means, especially for the accurate prediction of mining threats primarily caused by
hydraulic infiltration. The rapid popularization of passive electromagnetic methods has contributed
greatly to improving the interpretation effects of different types of goafs. This paper, firstly, summa-
rizes the pros and cons of various exploration methods in goaf detection. Then, the feasibility of goaf
detection using novel passive electromagnetic methods (e.g., the super low frequency alternating
magnetic component method (SLF) and audio frequency magnetotelluric method (AMT)) is pro-
posed and further discussed. With well-designed geo-electrical goaf models, the theoretical results
demonstrate that the semi-quantitative interpretation of SLF responses can be directly used for the
delineation of the target layer in the estimated depth range. In contrast, 3D inversion provides more
information about conductive targets with the appropriate initial model selection. Then, shallow,
low-resistive targets can be more accurately allocated in the inversion maps. Moreover, the real data
interpretation results from study areas demonstrate that the SLF method can utilize the magnetic
component responses to effectively identify the fault structures, and indirectly contributes to judge
the goaf collapse locations in favor of describing the potential distribution of fracture water infiltra-
tion. Combined with the three-dimensional (3D) resistivity inversion of AMT data, the low-resistive
water-rich areas within the depth of 400 m were revealed. The inverted depth distributions are
basically consistent with those of the water-filled goafs and surrounding layers, which were also
confirmed by known logging data. The detailed delineations of water-control fracture zones can be
inferred to relate to aquifers in some mining areas; this can reveal potential collapses that require
successive mining planning. In specific working faces, goaf risks have been handled in advance by
strengthening the continuous monitoring of the water level and water inflow. The above verification
has laid a theoretical and practical foundation for passive electromagnetic interpretation methods for
effectively predicting collapse-type risks or hydraulic threats in coal mine goafs.

Keywords: coal mine goaf; passive electromagnetic method; super low frequency alternating
magnetic component method (SLF); audio-magnetotelluric (AMT); three-dimensional inversion

1. Introduction

In recent years, the increasing demand for coal resources in sustainable production has
become one of the most important topics all over the world. However, pervasive water-collapse
disasters, a form of mine accident which has not been effectively prevented, occur frequently,
especially in coal mine goafs [1]. Goafs, roof floors, collapse columns and other potential
aquifers are the main factors in coal mining disasters [2,3]. Therefore, it is necessary to compre-
hensively evaluate the characteristics of different geophysical methods and select appropriate
detection methods according to the geological settings and buried depths of goaf targets [3,4].
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At present, almost all traditional exploration methods, including seismic methods, gravity,
logging, radiation and electromagnetic methods, have been applied in goaf interpretation,
combined with drilling [5], drainage and production data, temperature changes or thermal
anomalies [6]. Seismic methods, including the shallow seismic reflection method, scattered
or diffraction wave method, surface wave method (or microseismic method), tomography
technology, etc., are mainly built on the wave velocity and impedance differences between
goafs and surrounding roof-floor rocks, if coal seams are mined with the goafs formed [7,8].
It is widely acknowledged that complete coal seams possess low density and low velocity,
with strong reflection waves and stable seismic events. In contrast, mine goafs could lead to
damaged strata, which accounts for a strong attenuation effect, with distorted or misplaced
events, on the seismic reflection waves [9]. This effect is characterized by irregular or even
disordered reflection wave deformations [10,11]. The aforementioned reflection methods are
inapplicable when the width of a goaf is less than its lateral resolution; thus, the diffraction
method, the Rayleigh method and the microtremor seismic method (SMS) are introduced [8]. In
addition, seismic velocity tomography can be obtained by the joint interpretation of the travel
time, amplitude and signal frequency, and pressure inversion can also be carried out [12]. In
particular, the extraction and application of seismic attributes can greatly improve detection
results with high signal-to-noise ratio seismic data [13]. The radioactive method is also applied
because of high radon concentration anomalies in coal mine goafs or collapse areas. As radon
elements migrate to the surface through the caving fracture zone in a goaf, the locations of the
coal mine goaf can be accurately delineated. However, it is difficult to determine goaf depth [14].
Additionally, the vertical density changes of the collapses in the goaf zones account for negative
gravity anomalies, and the gravity method is characterized by three-dimensional apparent
density inversion and the boundary identification of gravity anomalies [15,16]. Meanwhile,
electromagnetic methods, based on electrical differences in the properties between goafs and
surrounding rocks, such as resistivity, polarization parameters and electromagnetic absorption
parameters, have also been employed [17–19]. The high-density resistivity method is used to
analyze water-rich goafs [20]. The dipole–dipole device is suitable for a goaf with an exploration
depth [21]. Transient electromagnetic method is also mainly aimed at a water-filled low-resistive
goaf, and the changes of horizontal component responses are more sensitive than those of
vertical component responses [22–24]. For a shallow goaf, a general central loop source device
can be used. A large fixed source loop device possesses the advantages of high efficiency and
high resolution [25]. Additionally, the dual-frequency induced polarization (IP) method was
introduced because IP and amplitude frequency characteristics are reduced if a goaf forms [26].
Due to goaf deformation, synthetic aperture radar interferometry (InSAR) is used to obtain
cumulative settlement in a continuous time [27], in addition to the deformation rate and surface
deformation of goafs [28,29]. All exploration methods are summarized in detail in Table 1.

The current coal mine goaf interpretation technology was developed in the following
directions: the joint method, from “the half space”, or from “the whole space” [30,31].
However, the widespread adoption of these methods remains limited because of the com-
plex technology, high cost and low exploration efficiency involved. Therefore, a fast and
efficient natural source method, i.e., the passive electromagnetic method, is rapidly being
developed and applied. This method is based on the electromagnetic induction principle
using the natural source’s electromagnetic observation data to produce an image of the
electrical structure of the subsurface medium. The classical passive methods, such as
geomagnetic sounding (GDS) and magnetotelluric sounding (MT), have entered full devel-
opment [32]. In order to effectively analyze the theoretical electromagnetic responses of
underground media, the equations mentioned in the following sections can be obtained on
the assumptions of one-dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimensional geoelectric
models. Commonly used numerical simulation methods mainly include the finite differ-
ence method, finite element method and integral equation method, which lay a foundation
for subsequent inversion [33]. The measured data is further fitted with the responses of the
theoretical models after the signal spectrum estimation [34]. Regularization constraints are
introduced to reduce the multiplicity of inversion solutions [35]; this multiplicity has grad-
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ually changed from one-dimensional and two-dimensional inversion to three-dimensional
inversion [36]. Nowadays, the audio-frequency magnetotelluric method (AMT) has at-
tracted greater attention because of its fast and economical exploration to a depth of less
than 1000 m [37]. Predecessors used EH4 detection equipment (one popular AMT module)
to preliminarily detect coal mine goafs [38] and to analyze water-rich distribution [39].
Additionally, passive electromagnetic component methods were applied [40]. To date, AMT
inversion used for the effective interpretation of coal mine goafs has still not been explored
and resolved. Passive electromagnetic methods mainly use the ratio of electric field and
magnetic field components to obtain the impedances or magnetic ratio responses for re-
sistivity inversion [41]. Although impedance calculation eliminates random fluctuation
and time variation factors, it may weaken detailed changes, contained in electromagnetic
components, related to underground structures [40,42]. In fact, natural source electric and
magnetic components both contain detailed subsurface information [43].

Table 1. A summary of classical geophysical methods in coal mine goaf exploration.

Category Methods Detection
Basis

Detection
Capability Advantage Defects References

Seismic class

Reflection wave
method

Wave
impedances

Buried depth
of 50~200 m

Small site distance, high
density of data collection,

high-resolution continuous
measurement.

High cost, complicated
process, low efficiency,

unable to determine the
water-rich nature of the

mining area; reduced
feasibility when the

width of the mining area
is smaller than the

lateral seismic resolution.

Xue et al. [2]
Xue et al. [9]
Zhang et al. [12]

Face wave method

Frequency
dispersion,
low-speed
anomaly of

P-waves

-

Convenient, fast detection,
strong anti-interference ability,

low requirements for
exploration sites.

Xue et al. [2]
Yu et al. [8]
Wu et al. [44]
Zhu et al. [13]

Tomography
imaging

Velocity and
amplitude - Close to the target layers, high

resolution, visual imaging.

Radiology Radon
measurement Radon anomaly -

Low cost, simple process, high
efficiency, not affected by the
terrain of the environment.

Qualitative analysis, low
detection reliability, and

the depth cannot be
interpreted.

Zhou et al. [14]

Electromagnetic
class

High-density
resistivity method Resistivity Burial depth

of 50~150 m

High lateral resolution,
sensitive to shallow low
resistive anomalies and
water-bearing bodies.

Influenced by the terrain
conditions.

Wu et al. [18]
Bharti et al. [21]
Bharti et al. [45]

Transient
electromagnetic

method
Resistivity

Burial depth
greater than

400 m

Versatile devices with large
exploration depth, high

efficiency, and low
topographic influence.

Low work efficiency,
easily affected by high
conductors or power

line interferences.

Chang et al. [22]
Chang et al. [46]
Wang et al. [47]
Wang et al. [25]
Wu et al. [18]

Geological radar
method

Travel time,
amplitude,
frequency,

waveform change

Burial depth
less than 50 m

High resolution, high
efficiency, and no damage to

the target body

Noise suppression
challenges.

Xu et al. [19]
Xue et al. [9]

Controlled-source
audio-

magnetotelluric
sounding (CSMAT)

Resistivity
Burial depth
greater than

400 m

Excellent detection of
conductive bodies, large

detection depth.

Static displacement, and
near-field effects Xu et al. [38]

Excitation
polarization method

Dielectric
constant,

polarization
parameters

- - Little practice. Wang et al. [26]

Very low frequency
method (VLF) Resistivity Depth less

than 1000 m
Low cost, portable and fast,

easy devices to operate. Little practice. Xue et al. [9]

Multisource remote
sensing (RS)

Land subsidence,
deformation rate Near surface Large scale.

Not suitable for a small
area, weak deformation

measurement.

Li et al. [27]
Fan et al. [28]
Li et al. [29]
Yang et al. [31]

Gravity Gravity method Density - Fast gravity anomaly analysis,
variations of thickness.

Unable to realize depth
sounding.

Xiang et al. [15]
Li et al. [16]

In this paper, the potential advantages of passive electromagnetic methods in coal
mine goaf interpretation will be systematically explored. Among them, semi-quantitative
SLF inversion in collapse-type mining goaf areas will be discussed and validated. The
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stable 3D AMT inversion method is also proposed and examined by analyzing single-
target and multi-target model results combined with types of initial models or data error
bars. Preliminary field surveys could be subsequently accomplished using proposed
electromagnetic methods with promising applications as tools to interpreting collapse-type
risks or hydraulic threats in coal mine goafs.

2. Passive Electromagnetic Detection Mechanism of Coal Mine Goafs
2.1. Typical Structure and Physical Properties of Coal Mine Goafs

Coal mine goafs often form after the mining process when the overlying strata collapse
due to gravity. Generally, three zones are shaped vertically: the caving zone (overburden
collapse of coal seam), the fracture zone (bending fracture under shear stress), and bending
zone (from the roof of the fracture zone to the ground, deformed but not broken). See
Figure 1 for details.
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Figure 1. Sketch map of the vertical “three zones” in the coal mine goaf areas.

To facilitate the analysis of multiple types of coal mine goafs, for the purposes of
this paper, two study areas were selected, as shown in Figure 2. These were located in
the central part of Henan Province, China. Study Area 1 is bordered by Xinzheng City,
Changge City and Yushi County, with a distance of 50 km from Zhengzhou City to the
west of the city center. Study Area 2 is about 100 km away from Study Area 1. According
to field investigation of the mining areas, the strata were deposited, from bottom to top, in
the Paleozoic Cambrian and Middle Ordovician periods in the Upper Carboniferous Benxi
Formation and, in the Taiyuan Formation, in the Permian and the Quaternary periods. The
sedimentary sequence of coal seams is relatively clear and stable in the vertical direction and
relatively uniform in the horizontal direction. The characteristics of resistivity parameters
obtained from relevant sample tests are shown in Table 2. The resistivity value of coal
seams is relatively high. After the resistivity value of coal seams, which was the highest
found, the value of sandstone was second highest, and the value of clay rock was the
lowest. Usually, the mineralization value of fractured water layers in the surrounding rocks
of coal seams is up to 700–1100 mg/L, and aquifers often show abnormally low resistive
distributions. In field surveys, coal mine goafs often form water-rich areas due to the
groundwater infiltration or inflow through coal mine cracks. Taking typical structures and
electrical characteristics into account, we designed theoretical models, as explained in the
following sections.
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Table 2. Electrical parameters and lithological properties revealed by drilling data.

Lithology Resistivity
Distribution (Ω·m)

Distribution
Stratigraphic Code Remarks

Clay 50–200 Q Quaternary

Sandstone 100–600 Q, P1s, C3t

Quaternary, Upper
Carboniferous

Taiyuan Group,
Permian

Mudstone 30–100 Q, P1s, C2b
Upper Carboniferous

Benxi Formation,
Permian

Limestone 900–3900 O2f Ordovician

Coal seams 1000–3000 P1s, C3t Samples from the
study area

Groundwater
(mineralized water) 0.1–10

Note: The parameter values are measured from stable rock samples, and if the rock formations change, the actual
stratigraphic parameters will change significantly.

2.2. Semi-Quantitative Inversion of the SLF Method

As discussed above, electromagnetic inversion is the one of the key points of geo-
electrical interpretation. For the SLF method, semi-quantitative inversion originates from
the classical MT empirical formula, which accounts for how to realize frequency-depth
transformation using magnetic component responses [32]. Firstly, Schmucker’s method
describes the Schmucker impedance response by the first-order moment normalization
of the induced current, and then completes the depth transformation according to the
relationship between the impedance response itself and “apparent resistivity-phase”. How-
ever, this method is not valid for the case of a “low resistivity target layer + thick high
resistivity basement”. Another classical empirical transformation, even more commonly
used in the MT method, is Bostick inversion. As a semi-quantitative interpretation method,
Bostick inversion is obtained following a mathematical transformation that analyzes the
low-frequency asymptote of apparent resistivity under the conditions of both high-resistive
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limit and low-resistive limit. Equations (1)–(4) are modified from the references [32,40].
The general form derived from the intersection of two asymptotes is:

ρ(H) = ρα(ω)

[
π

2ϕ(ω)
− 1
]

(1)

H =

√
ρα(ω)

ωµ
(2)

In Equations (1) and (2), ρ(H) represents the inverted resistivity, and H represents the
inversion depth. µ is the permeability, ω is the angular frequency. ρα(ω) and ϕ(ω) are the
apparent resistivity and phase at a certain angular frequency ω, respectively. Formula (2) is
very similar to the exploration depth Formula (3) of the uniform half-space model [32]:

D =

√
ρ

ωµ
(3)

where D is the exploration depth, ρ is the uniform half-space resistivity.
In Equation (2), ρα(ω) is the apparent resistivity of two asymptotes at the intersec-

tion of a certain frequency. Usually, the apparent resistivity calculation depends on the
impedance calculation, and the impedance of each frequency point is contributed by the
underlying stratum excluding the target layer [42]. ρα is the comprehensive resistivity of
each layer at the depth of asymptote intersections. The target layer and its underlying
stratum can be treated as a uniform body with its compromise resistivity set as the com-
prehensive resistivity ρg. ρα can be replaced with the comprehensive resistivity ρg. The
influence of depth range measurement can be measured using the weight coefficient, so the
exponential parameter (corresponding distance weight coefficient) of ω in Formula (3) can
be dynamically selected [40]. The improved frequency-depth transformation can customize
the exploration depth range and reasonably extract the layer thickness. In the international
system of units, the expression is:

H = 356 ∗
√

ρg

f c (4)

In Equation (4), H is the estimated depth (m), ρg is the comprehensive resistivity
(Ω·m), f is the frequency (Hz), and c is the adjustable exponential parameter (index), i.e., the
weight coefficient. This frequency-depth transformation is actually an interpolation method
with the depth as the weight, which reflects the “volume effect” in the electromagnetic
methods [40].

With regards to the fact that the depth of coal mine goafs is less than 1000 m, a three-
layer model was designed with specific parameters described as the caprock layer (variable
thickness, resistivity of 100 Ω·m), the middle target layer (100 m thick, variable resistivity)
and the basement (infinite depth with resistivity of 1000 Ω·m). Different models were ob-
tained by changing the buried depths and resistivity distributions of the intermediate target
layer. For example, in the case of an intermediate target layer 100 m thick with resistivity of
1 Ω·m and a uniform half-space base of 1000 Ω·m, the comprehensive resistivity is set by
test as 400 Ω·m, seen as a compromise between 1 Ω·m and 1000 Ω·m. The index parameter
is manually set at 0.5 following multiple attempts according to the geological settings.
The SLF amplitude responses at the midpoint of the surface of each model are calculated
using one-dimensional forward modeling, as shown in Figure 3. When the buried depth
of the target layer changes from 200 m to 1000 m, the theoretical responses can be directly
transformed as the curves in the depth domain. Compared with the trend line (shown by
the straight line), the starting position of the upturned tail basically corresponds to the top
buried depth of the target layer. As shown by the arrows, when the buried depth of the
middle layer is 200 m, the tail tends to tilt up from 200 m, which basically demonstrates
that the semi-quantitative frequency-depth transformation is suitable for the buried depth
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estimation of the target layer. Meanwhile, the basement depth can also be reflected where
the response tends to be gentle, around 2000 m. Therefore, the SLF response can be used
for the delineation of the target layer in the estimated depth range.
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2.3. Three-Dimensional Electromagnetic Inversion of the AMT Method

AMT inversion is also theoretically explored for its feasibility in interpreting coal
mine goafs. In the past years, the two-dimensional inversion of three-dimensional (3D)
models has primarily been discussed. With the distributed three-dimensional inversion
program entering the industrialization stage, it is no longer difficult to realize 3D inversion
of real data in AMT exploration [41]. Considering that coal mine goafs usually belong to
two extreme types—either complete high-resistive air-rich areas or complete low-resistive
water-rich areas—models can be designed with two types of target layers embodied, which
can be used to evaluate the feasibility of three-dimensional AMT inversion. Shallow
surface electrical bodies regarded as typical 3D electrical anomalies are also considered,
which are often far smaller than the AMT exploration scale of several kilometers to tens
of kilometers. The target layer is often only tens of meters thick, which can be regarded
as a thin layer relative to the buried depth (assuming that the “depth-thickness” ratio is
not less than 10). The target layer is usually distributed along the strike and can be re-
garded as a two-dimensional structure. The electrical properties of basement and overlying
sedimentary rocks are relatively stable and can be regarded as a one-dimensional structure.
The buried depth of the target layers designed in this way is generally 400 m~700 m, and
the thickness of the target layer is generally 10 m~50 m. In contrast, the shallow anomalies
are also tens of meters thick. In order to distinguish the abnormal response from differ-
ent stratum, the resistivity values of shallow anomalies and target layers were set as 10
Ω·m and 1000 Ω·m, respectively. The limestone basement was set as 3000 Ω·m. Synthetic
models of thin low and high-resistivity target layers are shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4a,
y is the strike direction of the stratum. At the surface of Z = 0 in the XOY profile, the
area of interest was 5 km × 3 km, of which the surface anomalies were set as a scale of
1 km × 1 km with low resistivity (10 Ω·m) and high resistivity (1000 Ω·m). Along the
XOZ section with y = 0, as shown in Figure 4b, the thickness of shallow abnormal bodies
was 50 m. At a depth of 470 m, a two-dimensional anomalous body (3000 m × 30 m,
1 Ω·m) was designed as the exploration target layer extending infinitely along the strike Y
direction. The high-resistive substrate at a depth of 50 m below the target layer was set as
3000 Ω·m. As for the high-resistivity target layer model, the design was almost consistent
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with that of the low-resistivity model, except that a two-dimensional high-resistive anomaly
(3000 m × 30 m, 1000 Ω·m) was present in the XOZ section at y = 0, shown in Figure 4c. As
for the mining area, there are often multiple target layers (coal seams or goafs), and, there-
fore, two-layered target models were also designed with a particular depth distance. The
first layer was set as a low-resistive layer and the second layer was set as a high-resistive or
low-resistive layer; these models were also used to test the AMT 3D inversion, as shown in
Figure 4d,e.
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Figure 4. Profiles of the 3D synthetic models of single- or double-target layers from different perspec-
tives. (a) Schematic diagram of XOY profiles at Z = 0 for both single-target models; (b) XOZ profile
at Y = 0 for the low resistive target layer model; (c) XOZ profile at Y = 0 for the high resistive target
layer model; (d) double-target layer model with the second target as high resistive; (e) double-target
layer model with the lower layer set as low resistivity.

A typical measurement line, which strides over a shallow inhomogeneous body at
Y = 0 in the XOY plane, as shown in Figure 5a, was selected. The impedance tensor
responses of 20 points along the line were simulated by 3D forward modeling. For each
response, 5% Gaussian random noise was added. The synthetic data were treated as the
initial data file of the 3D inversion. Then, the 3D impedance tensor inversion of the line
was performed using the ModEM inversion system [48]. Both the initial model and the
priori model were set to a uniform half-space of 100 Ω·m. The 3D inversion grid was set to
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24 × 32 × 28, and the air layer was divided into 7 grids. The horizontal grid profiles were
carried out in 250 m steps in the region of interest. In the vertical Z-direction, the shallow
surface and target layers were dissected in 10 m grid steps. Meanwhile, the surrounding
layers were dissected at 25 m–100 m intervals, and so that the substrate depth meets the
minimum frequency skinning depth and boundary conditions. The initial RMS of the 3D
inversion was 10, on average, and the final RMS was about 1.5–2 after 80–100 iterations
when the final iteration converged. The results of 3D tensor impedance inversion for all
points of the same line are shown in Figure 5b–e, where all the superficial anomalies can be
accurately circled. In Figure 5b, the low-resistive target body is clearly prominent. However,
there are still some false anomalies in the vertical direction of the target layer, which may be
related to the excessive thickness and the low-resistive influence of the surface anomalies.
The model inversion procedure in the “high-resistive target layer” model is the same as
that of the low resistive model in the previous section; the inversion results are shown
in Figure 5c. Both the resistivity distribution and anomalous boundary can be accurately
extracted for the shallow anomalies. However, it is very difficult to distinguish the high-
resistive target layer from the background. This demonstrates that it is difficult to extract
the high-resistive thin layer in the 3D impedance tensor inversion of the AMT method, and
it is not suitable to use the high-resistive thin layer as the target. Therefore, taking into
account the available computational resources, it is better to choose the 3D inversion of a
thin low-resistive target layer in the AMT exploration, which can achieve the purpose of
highlighting the targets as much as possible and reducing the influence of false anomalies.

The 3D inversion results of the “two target” models are further discussed in Figure 5d.
When the first layer is low resistive, the high-resistive anomalies below will be completely
masked. If the lower layer is a low-resistive anomaly, the inversion effect of the first layer
will be enhanced, and it will be difficult to infer the lower anomaly, as shown in Figure 5e.
All of the results show that it is almost always easier to completely invert the shallow
anomalies. Although both the boundary and resistivity values of the target layer can be
inverted, there is still a small vertical resistivity bias in the inversion. In the exploration
depth range of the AMT method, the vertical distribution of the area of interest in models is
1000 m deep. As for the target layer at tens or hundreds of meters, the inversion results will
be affected by the inversion algorithm, calculation accuracy and shallow surface anomalies.
Even under ideal circumstances, it is very likely that electrical deviations of several meters
or even a dozen meters from the target layer will be caused, which cannot be completely
avoided in practical applications. Therefore, the AMT method is suitable for 3D inversion
interpretation of single-layer conductive anomalies. In addition, we conducted a stability
test of 3D inversion with different initial models and error bars, including full-information
(impedance tensors + tippers) inversion. The results demonstrate that full-information
3D inversion does not provide more target information than that of impedance tensor
inversion. Additionally, the initial model plays a key role in 3D inversion. However, there
is not sufficient empirical evidence to demonstrate that the initial model would be better
on the AMT sounding scale. In practice, the uniform half-space model is usually chosen as
the initial model, or one-dimensional inversion is performed and interpolated based on
real data [48].

Coal mine goafs often form water-rich areas due to groundwater infiltration or inflow,
and low-resistive anomalies can be considered as targets. Through the theoretical analysis
above, the aforementioned electromagnetic methods were also appropriately applied in
our coal mine goaf areas. In the mining or coal retrieval areas, there is an urgent need to
improve the geological discrimination of geological threats and water-rich damages, such
as coal seams, fault positions and caves. In the following section, the actual application
will be discussed in detail.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the theoretical measuring line and 3D inversion results of different
models. (a) A typical profile in X-direction on the surface of one 3D model. The black dots represent
the locations of the measurement points, the red boxes circle the shallow low-resistive target bodies
(10 Ω·m), and the blue boxes circle the shallow high-resistive bodies (1000 Ω·m); from (b–e): three-
dimensional impedance tensor inversion results of single- or double-target models—the black boxes
show the positions of the real anomalies in each model, respectively.

3. Collapse-Type Coal Mine Goaf Interpretation
3.1. Overview of the Collapse-Type Mining Area

This area is located in Study Area 1 (shown in Figure 2), where the whole tectonic
pattern is an incomplete asymmetric diagonal structure with an axial direction from NE to
SW. For collapse-type mining area, two folds were distributed and about 82 faults with a
drop greater than 5 m were identified, all of which were high-angle positive faults with a
fault density of 1.48 faults/km2. A field survey should be carried out to reveal the status of
faults which lie concealed around coal mine goafs, as shown in Table 3. Additionally, the
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stratigraphic formations, from old to new, revealed by boreholes, belong to the Ordovician’s
Majiagou Group, the Upper Carboniferous’ Taiyuan Group, the Lower Permian’s Shanxi
Group and Lower Shi Box Group, the Upper Permian’s Upper Shi Box Group and the
Quaternary Formation. The Carboniferous and Permian formations are the main coal-
bearing seams.

Table 3. Statistical characteristics of faults in collapse-type coal mine goaf area.

Fault ID Fault Feature
Extension
Length (m)

Bed Attitude Stratigraphic
Fall (m)

Corresponding
SitesStrike Dip Dip Angle

F13 Positive 1700 Near EW S 65◦ 0~15 8–10
F12 Positive >3600 NWW~SEE NNE 65◦ 0~60 8–10
F11 Positive 4300 NWW~SEE NNE 65◦ 0~175 13–15
F10 Positive 1050 NWW~SEE SSW 65◦ 0~70 16–17

3.2. Stratigraphic Characteristics and Preliminary Exploration Basis

The coal-bearing strata in this area were mainly distributed in the Taiyuan Group,
Shanxi Group, Lower Shi Box Group and Upper Shi Box Group, and the total thickness
of coal seams was 8.14 m. The No. 2_1 coal seam is the main minable coal seam. At this
location, it is scarcely possible to distinguish the mining area from the surrounding rocks.
However, the overlying aquifer of the No. 2_1 coal seam forms the direct water filling
source, and this may have a hydraulic connection with other strong aquifers and coal
mine goafs. The fracture water enters the working faces as the mining process occurs; this
can form a low-resistive zone. This zone was quite closely related to the faults, and the
fracture water status and fault distributions in the collapsed mining area must be accurately
measured before the successive mining plan is initiated.

3.3. The SLF Exploration Tests

High-quality detection data are important to improve SLF signal resolution and
inversion accuracy. In recent years, a high-precision and portable device used in the SLF
method has been developed; a workflow for the field survey is summarized in detail. For
the acquisition of data in the SLF band, a BD-6 electromagnetic detector developed by us is
mainly used [40]. The detector uses a high-precision magnetic sensor to receive a horizontal
magnetic field component signal from 3 Hz to 3000 Hz. The system consists of three parts:
a magnetic sensor, a host and a power supply. The magnetic sensor contains a magnetic rod,
an amplification circuit, a programmable trap circuit, a high-speed acquisition circuit and
other modules. The minimum received induced voltage value is 0.1 µV, and the response
of the weak varying magnetic field amplitude can be obtained sensitively. The sensor noise
is very faint, and the preamplifier output gain can amplify the weak signal at micro-voltage
level by 106 times, which provides hardware support for the effective signal identification.
The host contains data acquisition, format conversion, storage and control units, and is
capable of suppressing powerline noise (50 Hz) and its harmonics. The power supply unit
can supply power to the host and the sensor for a long time. The equipment is portable,
easy to use and highly efficient.

The workflow of the SLF method is shown in Figure 6. In a specific study area, suitable
measurement points are selected according to real data, and the BD-6 detector is used for
multiple, multi-angle data acquisitions. The data quality is evaluated after each acquisition;
a high signal-to-noise ratio and good spectral repeatability are required. Through the
averaging, normalization, filtering and denoising to suppress the powerline interference,
the effective geological information is highlighted with semi-quantitative inversion. In fact,
it is necessary to, firstly, evaluate the resistivity distributions of the target layer and the
following strata from known geological and geophysical data. The empirical parameter of
the improved frequency-depth transformation in Section 2.2 is often not more than 0.5 when
the target layer is of low resistivity. In the study area, the electromagnetic detection test was
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carried out for production monitoring from 27–28 April 2012. The detection depth, step
size, magnification, probe orientation and wiring plan were initially determined according
to the actual conditions. A total of 26 measurement sites were selected from north to south
at intervals of about 20 m—as far as possible from the surrounding human noise.
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Figure 6. Workflow chart of the SLF electromagnetic method.

3.4. Result Interpretation and Comparative Validation

The semi-quantitative inversion profile of the SLF method was obtained from the left
to the right of No. 8–16 sites, as shown in Figure 7a. The anomalous response in the curve
was mainly around 900 m, which may be due to the conductive difference between the
upper and lower layers. The response section demonstrated that there were indeed faults
at measurement sites 08–10 and sites 13–16. The low-resistive layers in the different depths
of 500–700 m formed because of faults, which led to the anomalous responses at dislocated
depths. The drilling data show that the coal seam is located at a depth of 590–610 m, which
is mostly consistent with the exploration results. Combined with the 2D seismic travel time
profile (Figure 7b), the faults were also interpreted based on the distortion or misalignment
of the reflection waves, corresponding to significant interruptions or disappearances of the
coal seams. The profile showed that the stratum above the yellow line was horizontally
distributed, and, meanwhile, the reflection waves below demonstrated a misalignment of
the seismic events, where there are interruptions and disappearances at the faults. The
reflection waves on the left and right sides were clearly different, which indicated that there
were some electrical differences between two sides of the faults. The characteristics of the
faults in the profile were similar to those of the SLF interpretation. The misalignment of
F13 and F11 faults was consistent with the fault characteristics. In contrast, F12 and F10
were also further revealed in this SLF profile. Thus, the SLF method can feasibly reflect the
hidden fault distribution with more details than that of the 2D seismic method.
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(b) the corresponding seismic travel time profile.

According to the geological data of the study area, F12 is located north of F11, in the
northwestern part of the study area. F11 starts from Xiaolianlou village in the west and
passes through Xiaofanzhuang village in the north. F10 is located in the central part of the
study area, starting from Lions Xing village in the west and ending at the F11 fault in the
east, which is basically consistent with the SLF-interpreted distribution. The F13 fault is a
positive fault with an extension of 1700 m, trending nearly east–west and tilting southward
with a dip angle of 65◦. It intersects with the positive F12 fault, which extends more than
3600 m, trending north–west–west with a maximum drop of 60 m. This shows that these
two faults have been verified by the mine production units, and the distribution of faults at
this location is indeed consistent with the predicted depth range. This shows that the SLF
electromagnetic method is effective for the rapid estimation of collapse-type mining areas.
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4. Water-Rich Type Coal Mine Goaf Interpretation
4.1. Overview of Hydraulic-Threat Coal Mining Areas

There are a few water-type coal mine goafs located in Study Area 2 (shown in Figure 2),
where two mining areas were selected for AMT exploration tests. The stratigraphy of the
No. 01 mining area is dominated by a sedimentary rock system, and the main geological
structure is a broad and gentle anticline with a dip angle 3–15◦ and an axial NWW–SEE
direction. This anticline controls coal seam production in the northern part of the mining
area with some wide and gentle folds. Tens of kilometers away from area No. 01, the No. 02
mining area is sandwiched between two major anticlines: Songshan and Minshan anticlines.
The structure is generally characterized by a broad and gently incomplete syncline. The
northwest of coal mining area No.2 is generally high, but lower in the southeast, with a
highest elevation of 470 m. The two coal mining areas face upwards with a high water-
damage risk, which has resulted in great challenges for the coal mining process.

4.2. Stratigraphic Characteristics and Coal-Water Distribution

The stratigraphic development of the two coal mining areas is deposited, from bottom
to top, from the Paleozoic Cambrian in the Ordovician Middle Majiagou Group, from the
Carboniferous in the Upper Benxi Group, and, in the Taiyuan Group, from the Permian
and the Quaternary, as shown in Figure 8. The main coal seams in the Permian Shanxi
Group are mainly mined at a depth of 200–400 m, with an average seam thickness of 4.86 m.
According to the field survey, the fissure water source in the mining area was mainly from
the roof aquifer, and water bursts have occurred many times. The main water-bearing
layers, with regards to the minable No. 2_1 coal seam, were as follows. Firstly, the Upper
Carboniferous Taiyuan Group aquifer, consisting of 4 layers of limestone, from L1 to L4,
with a thickness of 13.86~42.99 m. The average distance of this aquifer section from the
bottom of the No. 2_1 coal seam was 40~60 m; this aquifer is an indirect water-filled aquifer.
The roof-fractured aquifer of the No. 2_1 coal seam was initially stable because of the
significant thickness of the overlying aquifer and large static storage capacity. However, the
original status of the sliding tectonic zone was destroyed along with the mining of this coal
seam, which directly led to a connection between the overlying caving zone and sandstone
aquifers. In the later stage of mining, aquifuges can be greatly weakened by damage to the
working face. This may pose a hydraulic threat to the mining of the working face, leading
to the demand for detection of these weaknesses by the AMT method, as described in the
following sections.

4.3. AMT Data Acquisition and 3D Inversion

The AMT module of the V8 multifunctional electromagnetic device from Phoenix
Geophysics Ltd., Toronto, Canada has been used to fulfill the field survey of water-rich
coal mine goafs. The data from the working face of the No. 1 mining area was collected
in August 2013, and the survey was carried out to allow the measuring line to cover
the main mining face. The observation time for each measurement site was one or two
hours. In late June 2014, data collection was also carried out along the working area of the
No. 2 mining area. The measurement sites were geographically distributed in a straight
line. The surrounding area was mostly covered by farmland, with no interferences from
the AMT module. The distance between the sites was basically from 30 m to 50 m. In
Figure 9, the AMT’s apparent resistivity and phase curves of a field survey site showed
that a nearly consistent trend was similar to the responses of the one-dimensional stratified
model. However, at the low frequency stage (below 10 Hz), it showed two-dimensional
characteristics. In a word, the stratigraphic distribution in these areas is simple and
homogeneous, but they need to be accurately interpreted by subsequent 3D inversion.
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4.4. Results and Discussions of the No. 01 Mining Area

The coal seam in the No. 01 mining area is relatively stable; No. 21041 is the first
comprehensive mining face. The coal seam’s elevation is −190 to −120 m with a surface
elevation from +225.3 to +296 m. The average coal thickness is 4.7 to 5.3 m. The water-
bearing layer, 25 to 85 m thick, is 20 to 100 m high from the coal seam roof. The water
richness of the aquifer is unevenly distributed in No. 21041, and the similar working face
No. 21031 is located to the west. The measurement sites almost cover the two working
faces as far as possible, as shown in Figure 10. In Figure 10a,b, the 3D inversion slices
extracted from the E-W and N-S directions can be further cross-checked with each other.
The inversion results also show that there is a clear low-resistive distribution in the depth
range of 280 m to 400 m. Especially in the NE part of the working faces, the conductive
area is characterized by larger thickness and lower resistivity, which is probably due
to the presence of a hydraulic fracture zone. According to the drilling data, there is a
heavily water-filled upper roof aquifer adjacent to No. 21041. Therefore, the roof fracture
permeability is likely related to the surrounding hydraulic conductivity structures and has
probably already posed a threat to coal mining in the past.
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Figure 9. The processing results of collected data in one site in the water-rich coal mining goaf area.
The red curve indicates the TE mode and the blue curve indicates the TM mode.
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In order to illustrate the detection results more clearly, we intercepted the resistivity
cross-section slice of 310–320 m, as shown in Figure 10c,d. The No. 21041 comprehensive
mining face is located in the middle of the profile, and the roof of the coal seam is water-rich
with fissure water. The field survey demonstrates that the roof water has entered the coal
mine goafs along the fissure zone during the mining process. This could also be verified by
an in situ sampling test, revealing that the bottom slab of the coal seam was not affected
and has been reinforced by grouting operations in recent years. Therefore, the water is
deduced to originate from the roof fissures. The upper part of the cross-section, as shown
in Figure 10d, shows a very clear low-resistive distribution. This likely indicates that the
overlying fissure permeability zone of the goafs has been located; this is also consistent
with the distribution of the No. 21041 and No. 21031 mine passages. Furthermore, this may
cause a permeability hazard to subsequent mining. In the lower part of the profile, there is
no hydraulically permeable area, which is also consistent with the actual mining situation.
Additionally, the drilling data revealed that the main No. 2-1 coal seam distribution depth
was 340 m–400 m, and the roof aquifer was located 20–100 m above it. This is also consistent
with the low-resistive anomaly distribution from 250 m to 400 m indicated by 3D inversion,
and the local distribution of suspected water-rich goafs also corresponds to the inferred
depth range of the coal seam.

4.5. Result Analysis of the No. 02 Mining Area

The working face No. 12201 in the No. 02 mining area was selected as the main
water-rich type goaf target. This working face involves Neoproterozoic strata, and the
fallout fracture zone could reach the Neoproterozoic bottom “sand-gravel” aquifer. The
distribution of the total thickness of the Neoproterozoic sandstone layer has been damaged
by mining; fractures were found in the bottom 0–50 m of the rock. The working face spread
towards the east through the fold axis, and the hydraulic permeability zone formed because
of the gradually intensive fracture of the aquifers at the bottom of the Neoproterozoic
system. This may cause water from the bottom of the Neoproterozoic system to enter the
mining area, thus threatening the safety of mining operations.

The finite difference method was used for 3D forward modeling, and the resistivity
sections of each depth layer were obtained by 3D inversion; the anomalies were sliced
along the east–west, north–south and horizontal directions of the sectioning grid, as shown
in Figure 11a–c. It can be seen that there is a clear distribution of low-resistive anomalies at
the depths between 100 m and 200 m. Especially around sites circled in Figure 11c, the dis-
tribution of low-resistive anomalies was particularly obvious, with lower resistivity values
and a wider distribution. As shown in Figure 11d, there was an obvious conductive area
between measurement sites (circled in the black box). Considering that the working face is
located in the axis of the Hutuo anticline, the coal seam is covered by the slightly water-rich
Neoproterozoic aquifer. It can be inferred that the water source of the low-resistive area
may come from the overlying zone. According to a comprehensive analysis, the No. 12211
working face caused the fractured zone to fall to the bottom of the Neoproterozoic aquifer at
nearly 150 m depth, which resulted in the aquifer’s connection with the coal seam. Finally,
a hydraulic connection between the Neoproterozoic aquifer and the coal seam formed. In
order to reduce the damage from roof fracture and the damage of the lower Neoproterozoic
aquifer, it is recommended to strengthen the monitoring of the roof water level and the
water influx after mining, especially to prevent the formation of a suspected water-filled
area (shown by the rectangle box) at depths between 100 m and 150 m. These exploration
tests successfully guided the subsequent mining plan.
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5. Conclusions

This paper proposes and illustrates a goaf interpretation trend using passive electro-
magnetic methods (especially for the SLF method and the AMT method). The effectiveness
of these methods has previously been validated in theory and practice, which lays a
foundation for the future popularization of the electrical delineations of goafs. Some key
concluding remarks:

(1) Geo-electrical goaf models were designed and the theoretical feasibility of interpret-
ing goaf targets was fully explored by developing forward modeling and inversion
algorithms using the finite difference method (FDM).

(2) Semi-quantitative inversion of the SLF method was fully explored with a three-layer
electrical model, which can efficiently perform the vertical delineation of low-resistive
bodies and facilitate fault structure identification.

(3) Theoretical 3D inversion analysis of “single and double target” models has been
discussed systematically, and this AMT method, with appropriate initial models
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and data accuracy selections, was most appropriate for single low-resistive layer
distribution at a depth range of 100 m–400 m.

(4) In field surveys of goaf areas, the inverted depth distributions using both methods are
basically consistent with the water-filled goafs and surrounding layers, as verified by
known data. SLF interpretation was successfully applied in collapse-type mining goaf
areas. In contrast, with regards to water-rich-type coal mine goafs, the AMT method,
using stable 3D inversion, has the capability of revealing obvious low-resistive anoma-
lies appropriate for determining the hydraulic tectonic area connected with fracture
zones. These results can help industries to improve subsequent coal production.

In the future, a joint use of these passive electromagnetic methods should be investi-
gated more thoroughly; a set of economic and rapid goaf evaluation methods should be
the subject of greater practical attention for subsequent mining areas under study.
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